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"Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls" is a children's book packed with 100 bedtime stories about the

life of 100 extraordinary women from the past and the present, illustrated by 60 female artists from

all over the world. Each woman's story is written in the style of a fairy tale. Each story has a full

page, full color portrait that captures the spirit of the portrayed hero."A must-have for the nightstand

of every girl or young woman you know." - Geri Stengel, Forbes"Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls"

is the most crowdfunded original book in history. It was created with the support of 25,000 backers

from 71 countries who pledged 1.3 million dollars to help the creators bring the first edition to life.
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I bought this for my 4 year old and it's perfect! Short, one page stories of kick butt women that

reinforces to my child she can do anything! There are even stories about young girls, which was an

added bonus because she saw the picture and asked me to read the story about the girl who is 'just

like me'! I love anything that gives my child more confidence and shows her that the sky is the limit!!!

I understand why this book is so popular, the premise is right on point. I saw an ad for it, loved the

idea, and didn't even think twice before dropping 35 bucks on this kids book, guess I should have



done my research before being sucked in. This is one of those, whish I had that idea moments,

where the authors are for sure going to make some good $ fast, but come on, at least try. Each

page is more poorly written than the next with. I get that they are trying to squish some extraordinary

stories into one page, but it reads so choppy and the amount of time I spend rewriting it in my head

as I read it to my daughter so that it makes sense is frustrating. Lastly, and probably most

importantly, being that this was written for kids, I am not thrilled about the way a lot of the messages

are delivered. Many of these women have overcome some difficult beginnings, and while that

message is important to deliver, there is a right and wrong way to explain it to a child and this book

puts no effort or care into the delivery to children.

A book that should be on the shelf of every kids room, not only girls. We need to stop raising boys

who know nothing about strong women!

RECOMMEND WITH ONE WORD OF CAUTION: Like this book very much. Empowering for my 7

year-old daughter and probably healthy for my 6 year-old. I can literally see their viewpoint opening

up with the wheels turning behind their eyes when I read these short biographies about women that

have impacted the course of "HIS"story more than credit is probably typically given. But one work of

caution...at the risk of being ostracized as a bigot in today's world of LGBT acceptance.....which I

am usually on board with 100%, there is one biography on a young child that chose to undergo

gender transformation that - quite frankly - made me uncomfortable reading to my same-aged

daughter and son amidst the Amelia Earharts, Helen Kellers, Cleopatras, and Marie Curies of

history. I also believe it is important to not contribute to disenfranchising groups of people for traits

that may differ from your own, but I was surprised to discover how disappointed I was with this

particular page in this particular book. Sounds to me like a populist appeal to be the most liberal

voice in the room. Not a kids book element of feminine heroism that belongs alongside Queen

Elizabeth.Now feel free to eviscerate me for perhaps thinking differently from you...call me a bigot...I

don't mind. The kids I'm telling you about were baptized by a homosexual pastor, and I'm

comfortable with a number other examples and - more importantly - knowledge of my own principles

to be comfortable making this post despite what might be considered its non-politically-correct

sentiments. I just think the next parent that buys this book should be informed all that it contains.

Overall, though, a well-written work about strong, historically-accomplished women.

finally there is a story book to be suitable for girls! I read it for my 2.5 years old daughter on the



many possibilities women can be, great read and I explain to her the different occupations alongside

the stories, sometimes playing youtube to give her the visual understanding.Imagine that when you

were a 2.5 years old, the world of possibility is confined to who she interacts with. Imagine you live

in a world that the women are mostly the care takers, without knowing that there are mathematician,

dancers, cyclists, painters, politicians that are women and great!

My daughter and I love this book. She is 5 and some things need a little explaining but she is very

understanding. she makes me read a few pages a night. Really a wonderful book very empowering

for young girls.

This book is gorgeous. Just arrived today, and I can't wait to give it to my daughter for Christmas.

Thank you to all involved in making this book. It is wonderful!

My nine year old niece is a voracious reader who who currently reads at a 6th grade level. She is

also a picky reader who writes notes in her journal about the books she reads. Well she absolutely

loved Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls and has read it more than once since she received it!!
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